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Lecture 1: QCD at colliders - “gluon multiplication” 
 Jets 
 Parton Distribution Functions   

Lecture 2: Hot and dense QCD 
 The structure of matter in extraordinary conditions of temperature and density 

Afternoon - two cases revealing quantum coherence  



We are made of stars quarks

Hadrons are composite
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The proton structure
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b quarks taut'9M↳ proton is

µ
+ gluon cloud elementary

3. moving
quarks 1

"

¥*÷÷.
[✗ can be written only interns of leptin kinematics]

A proton seen in a lepton-proton scattering

x =
Q2

2p ⋅ q

Bjorken-x

Can be written in terms of the 
lepton kinematics alone 

[x=1 for elastic scattering]
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QCD is the theory of the strong interaction 
 Describes hadrons and their interactions 

 Asymptotic states 
 Nuclear matter (us) 
 Colorless objects 

 However, quarks and gluons in the lagrangian 
 Fundamental particles 
 Color charge 

 To build the Lagrangian proceed as for QED - gauge theory 

✗ = ( ¥4;) the color charge is
a vector

To build the Lagrangian - similar to QED

f- Ña i∅-m) ✗a Invariant under color
" rotations

"
→ SUB)

✗ = ( ¥4;) the color charge is
a vector

To build the Lagrangian - similar to QED

f- Ña i∅-m) ✗a Invariant under color
" rotations

"
→ SUB) ψ′ = eiαataψ
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Color transformations with the Gell-Mann matrices ta =
1
2

λa

QCD lecture 1 (p. 9)

What is QCD Lagrangian + colour

Quarks — 3 colours:  a =

0

@
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[THIS IS JUST AN EXAMPLE]

$
"

c. %
'" " " 1% ! :) ";¥

Fil- igt?jÑ)4j
¥
IF

Gluons change the 
color of the quark 
[the corresponding vertex in QED 
does not change the charge of 
the electron]

Quark’s color - fundamental 
representation of SU(3) 

[ta, tb] = ifabctc

[THIS IS JUST AN EXAMPLE]

$
"

co,Éo ,,
and /% ! ! ) /%)

Fil- igta.jo")4j ¥75.4T
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Gluons change the color of the quark ::: gluons are colored
[the gluons have the 8 possible colors of the adjoint representation of SU(3)]

[THIS IS JUST AN EXAMPLE]

$
"

c. %
'" " " 1% ! :) ";¥

Fil- igt?jÑ)4j
¥
IF

{ new
man war
10-LUONSELFINTE-RAC.to#
THIS CHANGES EVERYTHING
&

This is similar to QED But gluon self-interaction - asymptotic 
freedom, confinement,… 



-9%-1 ip¥ie

↳ &"
9-ing , b

- igtagµ

ABSENT IN

.

v8 QED

FAµFAµD {
6ham kinetic term A2 - propagator

&3- gluon vertex As

4- gluon vertex Au
The Effy

The QCD Lagrangian
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-9%-1 ip¥ie

↳ &"
9-ing , b

- igtagµ

ABSENT IN

.

v8 QED

FAµFAµD {
6ham kinetic term A2 - propagator

&3- gluon vertex As

4- gluon vertex Au
The Effy

Use technology to build 
a gauge theory - with 
SU(3) group for color

The non-abelian nature 
of SU(3) - non-linear 

terms in Fμν



Asymptotic freedom
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32 9. Quantum Chromodynamics

9.4.4 Hadronic final states of e+e≠ annihilations:
Re-analyses of jets and event shapes in e+e≠ annihilation (j&s), measured around the Z peak
and at LEP2 center-of-mass energies up to 209 GeV, using NNLO predictions matched to NLL
resummation and Monte Carlo models to correct for hadronization e�ects, resulted in –s(M2

Z
) =

0.1224 ± 0.0039 (ALEPH) [571], and in –s(M2
Z

) = 0.1189 ± 0.0043 (OPAL) [572]. Similarly, an
analysis of JADE data [573] at center-of-mass energies between 14 and 46 GeV gives –s(M2

Z
) =

0.1172 ± 0.0051, with contributions from the hadronization model and from perturbative QCD
uncertainties of 0.0035 and 0.0030, respectively. Precise determinations of –s from 3-jet produc-
tion alone (3j), at NNLO, resulted in –s(M2

Z
) = 0.1175 ± 0.0025 [574] from ALEPH data and in

–s(M2
Z

) = 0.1199 ± 0.0059 [575] from JADE. A recent determination is based on an NNLO+NNLL
accurate calculation that allows to fit the region of lower 3-jet rate (2j) using data collected at LEP
and PETRA at di�erent energies. This fit gives –s(M2

Z
) = 0.1188 ± 0.0013 [576], where the domi-

nant uncertainty is the hadronization uncertainty, which is estimated from Monte Carlo simulations.
A fit of energy-energy-correlation (EEC) also based on an NNLO+NNLL calculation together with

αs(MZ2) = 0.1179 ± 0.0009

August 2021

α s
(Q
2 )

Q [GeV]

τ decay (N3LO)
low Q2 cont. (N3LO)
HERA jets (NNLO)

Heavy Quarkonia (NNLO)
e+e- jets/shapes (NNLO+res)

pp/p-p (jets NLO)
EW precision fit (N3LO)

pp (top, NNLO)
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Figure 9.3: Summary of measurements of –s as a function of the energy scale Q. The respective
degree of QCD perturbation theory used in the extraction of –s is indicated in brackets (NLO:
next-to-leading order; NNLO: next-to-next-to-leading order; NNLO+res.: NNLO matched to a
resummed calculation; N3LO: next-to-NNLO).

1st December, 2021
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2 9. Quantum Chromodynamics

electroweak origin, it is the only fundamental parameter of QCD. Finally, the field tensor F A
µ‹ is

given by

F A

µ‹ = ˆµA
A

‹ ≠ ˆ‹A
A

µ ≠ gs fABCA
B

µ A
C

‹ ,

[tA, tB] = ifABCtC , (9.2)

where the fABC are the structure constants of the SU(3) group.
Neither quarks nor gluons are observed as free particles. Hadrons are color-singlet (i.e. color-

neutral) combinations of quarks, anti-quarks, and gluons.
Ab-initio predictive methods for QCD include lattice gauge theory and perturbative expansions

in the coupling. The Feynman rules of QCD involve a quark-antiquark-gluon (qq̄g) vertex, a 3-gluon
vertex (both proportional to gs), and a 4-gluon vertex (proportional to g2

s). A full set of Feynman
rules is to be found for example in Refs. [1, 2].

Adopting a standard notation where repeated indices are summed over, useful color-algebra
relations include: tA

ab
tA

bc
= CF ”ac, where CF © (N2

c ≠1)/(2Nc) = 4/3 is the color-factor (“Casimir”)
associated with gluon emission from a quark; fACDfBCD = CA”AB, where CA © Nc = 3 is the
color-factor associated with gluon emission from a gluon; tA

ab
tB

ab
= TR”AB, where TR = 1/2 is the

color-factor for a gluon to split to a qq̄ pair.
There is freedom for an additional CP -violating term to be present in the QCD Lagrangian,

◊ –s
8fi

F A
µ‹F̃ A µ‹ , where ◊ is an additional free parameter, and F̃ A µ‹ is the dual of the gluon field

tensor, 1
2‘µ‹‡flF A ‡fl, with ‘µ‹‡fl being the fully antisymmetric Levi-Civita symbol. Experimental

limits on ultracold neutrons [3, 4] and atomic mercury [5] constrain the QCD vacuum angle to
satisfy |◊| . 10≠10. Further discussion is to be found in Ref. [6] and in the Axions section in the
Listings of this Review.

This section will concentrate mainly on perturbative aspects of QCD as they relate to collider
physics. Related textbooks and lecture notes include Refs. [1, 2, 7–9]. Aspects specific to Monte
Carlo event generators are reviewed in the dedicated section 43. Lattice QCD is also reviewed in
a section of its own, Sec. 17, with further discussion of perturbative and non-perturbative aspects
to be found in the sections on “Quark Masses”, “The CKM quark-mixing matrix”, “Structure
Functions”, “Fragmentation Functions”, “Passage of Particles Through Matter” and “Heavy-Quark
and Soft-Collinear E�ective Theory” in this Review.
9.1.1 Running coupling

In the framework of perturbative QCD (pQCD), predictions for observables are expressed in
terms of the renormalized coupling –s(µ2

R
), a function of an (unphysical) renormalization scale

µR. When one takes µR close to the scale of the momentum transfer Q in a given process, then
–s(µ2

R
ƒ Q2) is indicative of the e�ective strength of the strong interaction in that process.

The coupling satisfies the following renormalization group equation (RGE):

µ2
R

d–s

dµ2
R

= —(–s) = ≠(b0–2
s + b1–3

s + b2–4
s + · · · ) , (9.3)

where b0 = (11CA ≠ 4nf TR)/(12fi) = (33 ≠ 2nf )/(12fi) is referred to as the 1-loop —-function
coe�cient, the 2-loop coe�cient is b1 = (17C2

A
≠nf TR(10CA+6CF ))/(24fi2) = (153≠19nf )/(24fi2),

and the 3-loop coe�cient is b2 = (2857 ≠
5033

9 nf + 325
27 n2

f
)/(128fi3) for the SU(3) values of CA

and CF . Here nf is the number of quark flavours. The 4-loop coe�cient, b3, is to be found in
Refs. [10, 11], while the 5-loop coe�cient, b4, is in Refs. [12–16]. The coe�cients b2 and b3 (and
beyond) are renormalization-scheme-dependent and given here in the modified minimal subtraction
scheme (MS) [17], by far the most widely used scheme in QCD and the one adopted in the following.
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Asymptotic freedom
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32 9. Quantum Chromodynamics
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2 9. Quantum Chromodynamics

electroweak origin, it is the only fundamental parameter of QCD. Finally, the field tensor F A
µ‹ is

given by

F A

µ‹ = ˆµA
A

‹ ≠ ˆ‹A
A

µ ≠ gs fABCA
B

µ A
C

‹ ,

[tA, tB] = ifABCtC , (9.2)

where the fABC are the structure constants of the SU(3) group.
Neither quarks nor gluons are observed as free particles. Hadrons are color-singlet (i.e. color-

neutral) combinations of quarks, anti-quarks, and gluons.
Ab-initio predictive methods for QCD include lattice gauge theory and perturbative expansions

in the coupling. The Feynman rules of QCD involve a quark-antiquark-gluon (qq̄g) vertex, a 3-gluon
vertex (both proportional to gs), and a 4-gluon vertex (proportional to g2

s). A full set of Feynman
rules is to be found for example in Refs. [1, 2].

Adopting a standard notation where repeated indices are summed over, useful color-algebra
relations include: tA

ab
tA

bc
= CF ”ac, where CF © (N2

c ≠1)/(2Nc) = 4/3 is the color-factor (“Casimir”)
associated with gluon emission from a quark; fACDfBCD = CA”AB, where CA © Nc = 3 is the
color-factor associated with gluon emission from a gluon; tA
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tB
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= TR”AB, where TR = 1/2 is the

color-factor for a gluon to split to a qq̄ pair.
There is freedom for an additional CP -violating term to be present in the QCD Lagrangian,

◊ –s
8fi

F A
µ‹F̃ A µ‹ , where ◊ is an additional free parameter, and F̃ A µ‹ is the dual of the gluon field

tensor, 1
2‘µ‹‡flF A ‡fl, with ‘µ‹‡fl being the fully antisymmetric Levi-Civita symbol. Experimental

limits on ultracold neutrons [3, 4] and atomic mercury [5] constrain the QCD vacuum angle to
satisfy |◊| . 10≠10. Further discussion is to be found in Ref. [6] and in the Axions section in the
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physics. Related textbooks and lecture notes include Refs. [1, 2, 7–9]. Aspects specific to Monte
Carlo event generators are reviewed in the dedicated section 43. Lattice QCD is also reviewed in
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), a function of an (unphysical) renormalization scale

µR. When one takes µR close to the scale of the momentum transfer Q in a given process, then
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Refs. [10, 11], while the 5-loop coe�cient, b4, is in Refs. [12–16]. The coe�cients b2 and b3 (and
beyond) are renormalization-scheme-dependent and given here in the modified minimal subtraction
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31 9. Quantum Chromodynamics

scheme [569,570].
Summarizing the results from world data on structure functions, taking the unweighted average

of the central values and errors of all selected results, leads to a pre-average value of –s(M2
Z

) =
0.1162 ± 0.0020, see Fig. 9.2.
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Figure 9.2: Summary of determinations of –s(M2
Z

) from the seven sub-fields discussed in the
text. The yellow (light shaded) bands and dotted lines indicate the pre-average values of each
sub-field. The dashed line and blue (dark shaded) band represent the final world average value of
–s(M2

Z
). The “*” symbol within the “hadron colliders” sub-field indicates a determination including

a simultaneous fit of PDFs.
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Less inclusive now…
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 DELPHI Interactive Analysis
Run: 26154
Evt: 3018

Beam: 45.6 GeV

Proc: 1-Oct-1991 

DAS : 25-Aug-1991
21:47:02

Scan: 19-Feb-1992
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 DELPHI Interactive Analysis
Run: 26154
Evt: 3018

Beam: 45.6 GeV

Proc: 1-Oct-1991 

DAS : 25-Aug-1991
21:47:02

Scan: 19-Feb-1992
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 DELPHI Interactive Analysis
Run: 26154
Evt: 567

Beam: 45.6 GeV

Proc: 30-Sep-1991

DAS : 25-Aug-1991
21:30:55

Scan: 17-Feb-1992
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What if, e.g., we want to know the angular distribution? JETS
 Hadronization - long distance / non perturbative 
 Gluon multiplication

A 2-jet event at LEP A 3-jet event at LEP

Transverse Longitudinal



Gluon (and quark) multiplication
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Gluon (and quark) multiplication
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÷%÷÷=¥i÷÷÷÷¥÷÷=:
FOR GLUONS Nc =3

Wi wz Wn

EET → small- w ,
small-⊖

compensate small
-as

counting gluons (naively) Éd÷%÷×→↓É÷É¥÷
For large  

Exponential growth

αs log ω log θ

Fig. 6: Multiplicity of charged hadrons in e
+
e
�

!hadrons events, comparing the experimental data at a range
of centre-of-mass energies Q, with the QCD prediction using a fitted normalisation and non-perturbative scale ⇤.
Figure adapted from Ref. [1].

How is Eq. (27) to be related to the hadron multiplicity? The simplest assumption is that each
final parton gives some (unknown) fixed number of hadrons which must be fitted to data. Equation (27)
then predicts not the total hadron multiplicity but its energy dependence. That prediction is illustrated
in Fig. 6 and shows remarkable agreement with data over a range of energies, providing strong evidence
that the picture outlined above is a fair reflection of ‘reality’.

The above approach can be extended to calculate other properties of events such as the energy
spectrum of hadrons, the fluctuations in the number of hadrons, and even correlations between hadrons,
generally with reasonable success. However, as one probes more detailed features of events, the ana-
lytical calculations become significantly more complicated and one also becomes increasingly sensitive
to the oversimplicity of the LPHD concept. Having said that, the same ideas that we are using, i.e., the
importance of multiple soft and collinear splitting together with a transition from partons to hadrons, are,
in numerical form, at the base of widely used Monte Carlo parton-shower event generators like PYTHIA,
HERWIG and SHERPA. We will discuss them in more detail in Section 4.2.

2.3.2 Infrared safe observables
It is heartening that the above soft-collinear discussion gave such a good description of the data. How-
ever, it did involve the application of perturbation theory to kinematic regions where its validity is ques-
tionable, the need to calculate dominant contributions at all orders in ↵s, and the introduction of a free
parameter to ‘fudge’ the fact that we don’t understand the non-perturbative physics. A natural question
is therefore whether one can formulate final-state observables for which these problems are not present.

The answer is that one can. For an observable to be calculated based on just one or two orders of
perturbation theory it should be infrared and collinear (IRC) safe. In the words of Ref. [1]:

For an observable’s distribution to be calculable in [fixed-order] perturbation theory, the
observable should be infra-red safe, i.e. insensitive to the emission of soft or collinear gluons.
In particular if ~pi is any momentum occurring in its definition, it must be invariant under the
branching

~pi ! ~pj + ~pk

whenever ~pj and ~pk are parallel [collinear] or one of them is small [infrared].
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Fig. 5: Emission pattern from a qq̄ event, with first a single gluon (a), then multiple emissions of gluons both
from the qq̄ pair and from the previously emitted gluons (b), followed by some process, ‘hadronization’, that
causes hadrons to be produced from the gluons, giving an event (c), that structurally resembles a real event (d)
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These expressions are valid when the emitted gluon is much lower in energy than the emitter, k ⌧ p,
and when the emission angle ✓ is much smaller than the angle between the emitter and any other parton
in the event (this is known as the condition of angular ordering [24]). The structure of emission of a soft
gluon is almost identical from a quark and from a gluon, except for the substitution of the CF = 4/3
colour factor in the quark case with the CA = 3 colour factor in the gluon case.

Since quarks and gluons emit in similar ways, every gluon that is emitted from the quark can itself
emit further gluons, and so forth. Most of the emissions will either be in almost the same direction as the
original quark (due to the collinear divergence) and/or be soft. This is represented in Figs. 5(a) and (b)
(for simplicity we’ve not shown gluons splitting to qq̄ pairs, which also occurs, with just a collinear
divergence). This still only gives a description of events in terms of quarks and gluons, whereas real
events consist of hadrons. Though hadronization, the transition from quarks and gluon to hadrons is not
something that we know how to calculate from first principles, one idea that has had some success is
Local Parton Hadron Duality (LPHD) (see, e.g., Ref. [25]). It states that after accounting for all gluon
and quark production down to scales ⇠ ⇤, the transition from partons to hadrons is essentially local in
phase space. Thus the hadron directions and momenta will be closely related to the partons’, and the
hadron multiplicity will reflect the parton multiplicity too. This is illustrated in Fig. 5(c), comparing
it also to the picture of a real event, Fig. 5(d). The latter illustrates how the hadrons do tend to have
the same collimated angular distribution as is predicted for gluons, with the small number of exceptions
having low energy (i.e., soft) as can be seen from the larger curvature in the experiment’s magnetic field.

This comparison with a single event is suggestive that our picture of gluon emission and hadroniza-
tion might be reasonable. A more quantitative test can be obtained by calculating the number of emitted
gluons. This requires the extension of Eqs. (23)–(25) to multiple gluon emission. The full calculation
doesn’t fit into the space available for these lectures (see instead textbook discussions in Refs. [1, 25]),
but the basic idea is that there are terms (↵s ln2

Q/Q0)n for all orders n and that one can calculate their
coefficients analytically. The structure of the result is

hNgi ⇠
CF

CA

1X

n=1

1

(n!)2

✓
CA

2⇡b2↵s

◆
n

⇠
CF

CA

exp

 s
2CA

⇡b2↵s(Q)

!
, (27)

where we’ve neglected to write the prefactor in front of the exponential, and we’ve also not given the
subleading terms [26].
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2 high pT jets 
(1.3 and 1.2 TeV) 

with invariant mass 6.9 TeV
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anti-kt

Anti-kt: formulated similarly to inclusive kt, but with  

Cacciari, GPS & Soyez ’08 [+Delsart unpublished]
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2
tj)

�R2
ij

R2
, diB =

1

p2ti

Anti-kt privileges the collinear divergence of QCD and 
disfavours clustering between pairs of soft particles

Most pairwise clusterings involve at least one hard particle

Gavin Salam (Oxford) Jets PhD lecture, Oxford February 2020

hadron-collider kt algorithm

Two parameters, R and pt,min 
(These are the two parameters in essentially every widely 
used hadron-collider jet algorithm)

Sequential recombination algorithm
1. Find smallest of dij, diB 

2.  If ij, recombine them 
3.  If iB, call i a jet and remove from list of particles 
4.  repeat from step 1 until no particles left 

 Only use jets with pt > pt,min

14

Inclusive kt algorithm
S.D. Ellis & Soper, 1993 

Catani, Dokshitzer, Seymour & Webber, 1993

diB = p2
ti,dij = min(p2

ti, p2
tj)

!R2
ij

R2 , !R2
ij = (yi " yj)2 + (!i " !j)2

Anti-kt has become the most widely 
used jet-finding algorithm at LHC

Sequential recombination. Define:

 Find smallest of  and  
 If ij, recombine them 
 If iB, call it a jet and remove from the list  
 Repeat until no particles left

dij diB
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Figure 5: Inclusive jet cross-sections as a function of pT and |y|, for anti-kt jets with R = 0.4. The statistical uncer-
tainties are smaller than the size of the symbols used to plot the cross-section values. The dark gray shaded areas
indicate the experimental systematic uncertainties. The data are compared to NLO pQCD predictions calculated
using NLOJET++ with pmax

T as the QCD scale and the CT14 NLO PDF set, to which non-perturbative and elec-
troweak corrections are applied. The light gray (yellow in the online version) shaded areas indicate the predictions
with their uncertainties. At low and intermediate pT bins the experimental systematic uncertainties are comparable
to the theory uncertainties (drawn on top) and therefore are barely visible.
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Hannes Jung, Experimental Summary and Outlook, QCD@LHC 2015, 5 Sept 2015, London 21

Dijets for searches
13 TeV data are already analyzed

H. Yoo, Searches in CMS  
A. Elliot Searches from ATLAS  
Multiparton Dynamics

Dijets for searches

Hannes Jung, Experimental Summary and Outlook, QCD@LHC 2015, 5 Sept 2015, London 19

Jet measurements
J. Butterworth, Overview, pleanry 
R. Arcidiacono, Recent results, plenary 
H. de la Torre (ATLAS),Measurements of jets 
Hard QCD

Excellent agreement with QCD - strong constraints to PDFs [later]
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Boosted H and Z decay 
into collimated jets

https://gsalam.web.cern.ch/gsalam/panscales/videos.html
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Boosted H and Z decay 
into collimated jets

Can be distinguished 
from QCD background??

https://gsalam.web.cern.ch/gsalam/panscales/videos.html


Jet substructure
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Gavin Salam (Oxford) Jet Reconstruction Theory, PREFIT20 school, DESY

Soft Drop (β=0 variant)

1.Recluster jet with Cambridge/Aachen algorithm 

2.Undo last step of clustering to give two subjets  
(with ) 

3.If  stop 

4.otherwise discard , go back to step 2 to decluster 

i, j
pti < ptj

pti > zcut(pti + ptj)
i j

27

Dasgupta, Fregoso, Marzani & GPS [arXiv:1307.0007],  
descended from mass-drop tagger, Butterworth, Davison, Rubin & GPS [arXiv:0802.2470]Gavin Salam (CERN) Towards an understanding of jet substructure Boost 2013, Flagstaff, August 2013 8

Mass-drop tagger (MDT, aka BDRS)

Trimming

Pruning

Cannot possibly study all tools
These 3 are widely used

Recluster

on scale Rsub

discard subjets

with < zcut pt

decluster &

discard soft junk

repeat until 

find hard struct

jet mass/pt
sets Rprune discard large-angle

soft clusteringsRecluster

no manually 
specified Rcut
uses internal 

structure of jet to 
auto-zoom into 

right angular scale 

widely used  
in CMS

Gavin Salam (Oxford) Jet Reconstruction Theory, PREFIT20 school, DESY

Trimming

• Take all particles in a jet of radius  

• Recluster them into subjets with a jet definition using  

• Keep only subjets with  

• Recombine them into a single jet

R
Rsub < R

psubjet
t > zcut pjet

t

25

 Krohn, Thaler & Wang arXiv:0912.1342

Gavin Salam (CERN) Towards an understanding of jet substructure Boost 2013, Flagstaff, August 2013 8

Mass-drop tagger (MDT, aka BDRS)

Trimming

Pruning

Cannot possibly study all tools
These 3 are widely used

Recluster

on scale Rsub

discard subjets

with < zcut pt

decluster &

discard soft junk

repeat until 

find hard struct

jet mass/pt
sets Rprune discard large-angle

soft clusteringsRecluster

widely used in ATLAS

Find different substructures in identified jets  
[very active area, lots of results in the last years]

Also to identify two-pronged jet structures - boosted H/W/Z

Softdrop 
[Dasgupta, Fregoso, Marzani, Salam 2013]

Trimming 
[Krohn, Thaler, Wang 2009]
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See e.g. arxiv:1709.04922 for a review
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* What is the structure of the proton ?
* How do we extract it from data?

FIE
GLUONMULTIPLIC.AT/0N-I
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* What is the structure of the proton ?
* How do we extract it from data?

FIE
GLUONMULTIPLIC.AT/0N-I



DIS - parton model
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# PARTON MODEL#
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[Bjorken scaling]
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p
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Kinematical variables
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Parton model + QCD
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PARTON MODEL + SOFT GLUON
e-¥ Now ¥aE£Éo [1 +2,9¥# Pad]
F☒¥É☒ we have to integrate in * • ✗ ↳ PAD-0¥

✗to

%É¥ = has ¥%
Renormalization

%7og⇐¥_⇒ ⇔%ag""=¥fPcDfE"-!
[Dokshitzer, Gribov, Lipatov, Altarelli, Parisi - DGLAP - see next slide]



DIS - parton model
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Splitting functions
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4.6. THE DGLAP EQUATIONS 113

with all the splitting functions derived in the previous section:

Pq g(z) =TF [z
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Here, we have taken into account the fact that Pq g and Pg q are indepen-
dent of the quark flavor and the same for q and q̄ and Pq q does change
quark flavors and is the same for all the quark flavors. One can also take
the DGLAP equations as a (2nf + 1)-dimensional matrix equation

d

d lnµ
f(x, µ) =

↵s(µ)

⇡

Z 1

x

dz

z
P (z)f(x/z, µ) (4.138)

with fi = fi/h and Pij = Pi j .

4.6.1 Probabilistic Interpretation

The splitting functions Pi j(z) (at O(↵s)) can be interpreted as the prob-
abilities of finding a parton of type i carrying a longitudinal momentum
fraction of z in a parton of type j. As a result, the following sum rules hold

Gluon energy conservation:
R
dzz[2nfPq g(z) + Pg g(z)] = 0,

Quark number conservation:
R
dzPq q(z) = 0,

Quark energy conservation:
R
dzz[Pq q(z) + Pg q(z)] = 0.

Let us take the q ! q splitting as an example to make the above prob-
abilistic interpretation more concrete. In the collinear limit, one can show
that the probability for a quark in a hadron to split into a quark carrying a
momentum fraction z and transverse momentum k? is given by

↵sCF

⇡

1 + z2

1� z

1

k?
. (4.139)

Accordingly, the probability for the virtual gluon emission is given by

�↵sCF

⇡

Z 1

0
dz

1 + z2

1� z

µZ

⇤

dk?
k?

. (4.140)
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Building block of DGLAP equations: encode the probability of 
splitting [included here just for completeness]



NNPDF4.0 set
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Figure 1.1. The NNPDF4.0 NNLO PDFs at Q = 3.2 GeV (left) and Q = 102 GeV (right).

the NOMAD neutrino dimuon structure functions, and the HERA DIS jet data. Then in Sect. 8 we assess
the dependence of PDFs on the methodology and verify the robustness of our results, by comparing with
PDFs obtained using the previous NNPDF3.1 methodology and by studying the impact of new positivity
and integrability constraints, checking the independence of results of the choice of PDF parametrization,
discussing the impact of independently parametrizing the charm PDF, and studying the role of nuclear
corrections. We finally present a first assessment of the implications of NNPDF4.0 for LHC phenomenology
in Sect. 9, by computing PDF luminosities, fiducial cross-sections, and di↵erential distributions for repre-
sentative processes. In Sect. 10 we summarize and list the NNPDF4.0 grid files that are made available
through the LHAPDF interface [32] and provide a summary and outlook.

A brief overview of the NNPDF fitting code is presented in App. A, while a more extensive description is
provided by the companion publication [31]. In App. B we compare the NNPDF4.0 dataset to that adopted
in other PDF determinations.

2 Experimental and theoretical input

We present the NNPDF4.0 dataset in detail. After a general overview, we examine each of the processes for
which new measurements are considered in NNPDF4.0, we present the details of the measurements, and,
for each dataset, we describe how the corresponding theoretical predictions are obtained. In NNPDF4.0,
theoretical predictions for data taken on nuclear targets are supplemented by nuclear corrections, which
are specifically discussed in a dedicated section. Experimental statistical and systematic uncertainties are
treated as in previous NNPDF determinations: see in particular Sect. 2.4.2 of Ref. [14] for a detailed
discussion.

The global dataset presented in this section is the basis for the final NNPDF4.0 dataset, which will
be selected from it by applying criteria based on testing for dataset consistency and compatibility, and for
perturbative stability upon the inclusion of electroweak corrections. The selection of the final dataset will
be discussed in Sect. 4 below.

2.1 Overview of the NNPDF4.0 dataset

The NNPDF4.0 dataset includes essentially all the data already included in NNPDF3.1, the only exceptions
being a few datasets that are replaced by a more recent final version, and single-inclusive jet datasets which
are now partly replaced by dijet data, as we discuss below. All the new datasets that were not included
in NNPDF3.1 are more extensively discussed in Sect. 2.2. For all those already included in NNPDF3.1 we
refer to Sect. 2 of Ref. [5] for a detailed discussion. Nevertheless we give a summary below.

The NNPDF3.1 dataset included data for lepton-nucleon, neutrino-nucleus, proton-nucleus and proton-
(anti)proton scattering processes. The bulk of it consisted of deep inelastic scattering (DIS) measurements:
these included fixed-target neutral current (NC) structure function data from NMC [33,34], SLAC [35] and
BCDMS [36], fixed-target inclusive and dimuon charged current (CC) cross-section data from CHORUS [37]

6

Parton Distribution Functions for the proton from NNPDF global analysis

Huge number of data needed to achieve this degree of precision



Kinematic coverage by data
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NNPDF4.0



Global PDF fits
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 One of the most standardized procedures in High-Energy Physics.
 Main goal: provide a set of Parton Distribution Functions (PDFs)

Different sets differ mostly on how I.C. are parametrized and 
how to treat the error analysis



Global PDF fits
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 One of the most standardized procedures in High-Energy Physics.
 Main goal: provide a set of Parton Distribution Functions (PDFs)

Different sets differ mostly on how I.C. are parametrized and 
how to treat the error analysis

Input is a set of 
PDFs at an initial 

scale Q0 
This is the fitting function



Nuclear PDFs
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Two new analyses 
EPPS21, nNNPDF3.0

[Plot J. Rojo]

Similar analyses performed for nuclei - especially Pb

Ri(x, Q2) =
fA
i (x, Q2)
fp
i (x, Q2)

In terms of ratios to a 
known set of proton PDF



Factorization
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QCD factorization between small 
and long distance processes 

 Long distance: non-perturbative (PDFs and 
hadronization) 
 Short distance: perturbative elementary cross 

section

Example:

Region between small- and long-distance: parton resummation (e.g. DGLAP)

This formalism/procedure allows to compute any cross section at LHC involving 
large scales: jets, H/W/Z (+jets), etc… [any cross section need long-distance information: PDFs]



Summary
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QCD is the theory of strong interations 
QCD has a rich dynamical content well within experimental reach 
Needed for all phenomenology at hadron colliders (and most of other colliders as well)   

Asymptotic freedom allows to perform perturbative computations at large scales 
However, non-perturbative contributions always present (due to confinement) 
Large regions of phase-space need to resum large logarithms - gluon multiplication 

Jets and Parton Distribution Functions (PDFs) two main tools at the LHC  
Parton shower and DGLAP evolution 

Huge effort in precision computations at NNLO and more [not mentioned here] 


